information brochure

Bienvenue
‘Grandes Villas de France’ is organized by a team of highly-motivated
and enthusiastic staff, ready to assist you in your quest to achieve
an optimal return on your holiday villa by promoting it professionally.
This brochure is to familiarize you with what we do,
and to give you a basic outline for future collaboration.
If after reading this brochure you still have questions regarding the promotion of your villa,
please do not hesitate to contact us by e-mail at contact@grandesvillasdefrance.be
or call us on +32 (0)11 96 04 94.
With kind regards,

Managing directors:
Gerard Schouten

Saskia Kellens

our vision
‘Grandes Villas de France’ aim to present on our website a selection of holiday villas in the South of
France that stand out by virtue of their architectural style, location, charm and level of quality. The
proverbial ‘Place in the sun’ emotion is the guiding principle of how our selection is made. To achieve
the desired quality level you would expect from us, we have consciously limited our offer to the
geographical area of Provence (Vaucluse/Luberon/Alpilles), VAR, Côte d’Azur/Alpes Maritimes and
Ardèche. The words ‘Grandes Villas’ in our name are synonymous with quality, luxury and comfort.

our mission
the optimal rental of your villa
By putting your trust in ‘Grandes Villas de France’ you are guaranteed complete peace of mind when it
comes to the promotion for renting out your villa through our online booking-platform. We manage
the entire reservations procedure for you with the utmost dedication and attention to detail. Initially,
we will arrange a personal interview with you, in which we listen to your wishes and needs, in order to
assess whether, in addition to the existing high-quality services provided by ‘Grandes Villas de France’,
you have any further specific questions or requirements.

our services
flexible rental formula
Do you want to rent out your villa for the whole year or only for a few weeks? No problem, ‘Grandes
Villas de France’ has a flexible rental formula. You are free to block certain periods for your personal
use. In addition, you have the right to refuse a reservation, as your approval is always mandatory. You
are the owner and as such you indicate ‘the rules of the game’.

promotion and extensive presentation of your villa
Based upon photos of your villa and an accurate description of the property, we take care of the presentation of your villa on our website. It is very important to ‘Grandes Villas de France’ to acquire the
right ‘feel’ of your villa. Each house has its own special charm and undoubtedly there will be details
we are eager to promote. We advertise your villa on our website at www.GrandesVillasdeFrance.be and/
or through advertisements in specialised magazines and in newsletters sent by e-mail to our extensive
customer base. Our website, and therefore your villa, are easy to find by search engines such as Google. This substantially increases your success in renting out your villa! Together with a comprehensive
presentation of your villa, tenants are also presented with information about the region, general and
specific attractions, and directions on how to get to your villa.

help with finding a property manager
If you do not yet have a property manager, we are at your disposal and ready to assist. A professional
and reliable property manager will provide a friendly, helpful reception and is responsible for the final inspection when the tenants leave the villa. The property manager is always on standby. ‘Grandes
Villas de France’ has a network of professional property managers in the regions in which we operate.
In addition to managing your villa, our partners also provide related services such as cleaning, swimming pool and garden maintenance.

quality assurance through aftercare
Both you as the owner and the tenants of your villa are asked to complete a short survey of your/their
experiences. For you as the owner, it is beneficial to receive feedback from holidaymakers, as it will
make you aware of any possible issues which could be improved upon and/or it will inform you of
how your tenants have experienced your villa.

insurance in the event of damage
You are handing over the villa to which you have an attachment, along with its entire contents, to people you have never met. Naturally, you wonder if this is a wise thing to do; is it safe, are they reliable
and will they be careful with your property? What if something goes missing or what if something is
damaged? It happens very rarely that there is any major damage to a property. However, should this be
the case, then you always have the tenant’s deposit as a safeguard or the residence insurance. Naturally,
you need to take into account normal wear and tear of for example sun loungers, parasols, crockery
etc. You need to accept that sometimes a cup is dropped and breaks. You can require your property
manager to have the tenants sign an inventory list on arrival and have it checked on departure. This
can be especially useful for bedding and towels. Through our online-platform your clients get the possibility to book the necessary insurances.

understanding your rental income
You want the maximum return on your villa and therefore you need to know what your rental income
will be. To give you the most accurate indication of the achievable rental income, we visit, on demand,
your villa in order to be able to present you with a carefully detailed estimate. ‘Grandes Villas de France’
also have an accurate assessment system that we offer free of obligation and charge. The rent per period and per length of stay is determined by mutual agreement.

transparency in all areas is a guarantee
for a mutually trusting collaborations
‘Grandes Villas de France’ give you access to all information regarding your villa, at all times. Through
our online reservation system, all bookings are recorded. You also have access to the short satisfaction
surveys we ask tenants to complete after their stay at your villa. We also regularly provide you with
additional information or feedback by e-mail.

commission
‘Grandes Villas de France’ is a professional promotion agency that complies with all legal directives
concerning rental issues. In addition to an annual administration fee, a fixed commission is charged
for our services, based on the rent charged. It goes without saying that we only charge a commission
if your villa is effectively rented out. ‘Grandes Villas de France’ do not charge a commission for linen,
final cleaning and swimming pool heating. These fees from the tenant are payed in full to you as an
owner. After all, clear agreements make for good friends.

contract
We have incorporated all the above ‘rules of the game’ in a clear and transparent contract. We are happy
to present you with a personalised copy of this contract during our interview with you.

If after reading this brochure you still have questions
regarding the promotion of your villa, please do not hesitate to contact us!
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